Name of the Tool

POND5

Home Page

Logo

URL

https://www.pond5.com/stock-images/

Subject

Photograph collections
Images, Photographic

Accessibility

Free

Language

Multilingual (Available in – English, Deutsch, Espanol, Francais, Polski, Portugues)

Publisher

Pond5 Inc.

Brief History

Pond5 was founded in 2006 as a way for video producers to license content to third
parties. It subsequently expanded into other media types, including photos, music,
sound effects, 3D models, and Adobe After Effects templates.

Scope and Coverage

Pond5 is a New York based online marketplace for royalty-free media. The company
licenses stock footage, stock music, stock photography, sound effects, after effects,
images and 3-D models. Pond5 is reported to have the world's largest collection of
stock footage.

Kind of Information

Pond5 has a gigantic collection of photos, illustrations, vector drawings and these are
useable in different creative project.
The company originally focused on selling video clips, but began to expand into
other asset types following its 2013 acquisition of Pixmac, a stock photography site
based in the Czech Republic. The acquisition added Pixmac’s 6,000+ photographers
and support for 17 languages to the Pond5 marketplace.
There is some categories of images are available in the home page. Users can select
anyone of the categories too see the images.

Special Features

 All the images available in POND5 are easily accessible and these are useable
in different purposes.
 Users can filter their search using this options.

 Basic and advanced search facilities are there to search the images.

Arrangement Pattern

All the images are arranged categorically.
As for example,

Remarks

POND5 is a New York based royalty free stock photography agency where users can
access the images and use them in their projects, websites and in many other
purposes. It is a web services suite, and online community dedicated to preserving
and sharing the entire photo.

Comparable Tools

 Photobucket ( http://www.photobucket.com/)
 Photos by Shutterstock ( https://www.shutterstock.com/photos)

Date of Access

April 20, 2017

